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Auckland MBS Alumni CNY Gathering – 9th February 2008 
 
 
It was indeed the event that everyone was looking forward to - the CNY pot-luck gathering of 
MBS Auckland alumni on 9 February 2008 held at the 7-acre Olivale Grove at Pukekohe 
located at south Auckland hosted by Michael & Jamie Fu. The air was thick with excitement 
and festivities. Contrary to the weather forecast, the warm summer evening was clear with 
only slightly overcast skies. The perfect setting for an awesome affair outdoors.  
 
Guests started arriving shortly after 5 pm. The early birds were taken around the olive trees 
and given an in-depth briefing by Michael on the health benefits of freshly pressed olives as 
well as answering the many questions about running a farm. By 6.30 pm all guests have 
arrived and the wives were seen busy at the kitchen putting the finishing touches to their 
masterpieces. The guys on the other hand were preoccupied catching up with one another 
over glasses of wine. Children were playing at the hay bales, frolicking with Michael’s dogs 
or just running around the vast and beautiful property.  
 
The MBS alumni who attended were:  
Lee Lee Foong  
James Khor  
Michael Fu  
KK Lum  
Albert Yap  
Steven Au  
Amster Tang  
Tuck Meng Wong  
David Chow  
Chris Sit  
Edward Leong  
 
There were about 40 people in all who were there including spouses, relatives, friends and 
children.  
 
Dishes of wonderfully home-cooked Malaysian and exotic food started to pour out and were 
laid at the tables. To start it off, everyone joined in a boisterous ‘low-sang’ over the 4 huge 
dishes of ‘Yee Sang’ contributed by Chris/Maggie Sit, Lee Lee Foong and Tuck Meng/Alice 
Wong. These 4 ‘Yee Sang’ dishes were noticeably different from one another, each had its 
own unique aroma and taste, but nonetheless all delicious.  
 
The other mouth-watering dishes were roast duck, roast pork, braised pork with mushrooms, 
French creamed mussels, pork dish, fried seafood with vegetables, BBQ Pokeno sausages, 
various fried noodles including hokkien mee, meehoon, glass noodles and glutinous rice. 
There are actually so many dishes there and the writer was too busy eating that some may 
have been left out being mentioned here - apologies for that!) Desserts comprised of yummy 
kuehs, jellies and cakes.  
 
The evening was absolutely enjoyable with hearty fellowship amidst marvellous food. There 
was laughter and fun everywhere. At the time I left just before 10 pm, there were still many 
guests around.  
 
Solely missed were KC Foong, Danny Tham and Desmond Yap and it was indeed 
unfortunate that they were unable to join us.  
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Many thanks firstly to Michael & Jamie Fu for hosting the gathering, to David Chow for 
planning and coordinating it, to all the wives (and maybe some husbands?) who had slaved to 
prepare the excellent food as well as to those who contributed drinks, chairs, etc.  
 
Amster Tang has offered to host the next MBS Auckland alumni gathering at a date to be 
determined. That’ll be another awesome get together, I’m sure. Can hardly wait, my 
stomach’s growling already! 
 
 
Edward Sek Thong Leong 
Auckland 
MBS 1963 – 1976 
 
 
 
 
MBS Auckland Alumni at the CNY Gathering 

 
Back row (L-R):  Edward Leong, James Khor, Michael Fu (standing), KK Lum, Albert Yap, Steven Au,  

Amster Tang 
Front row (L-R):  Tuck Meng Wong, David Chow, Lee Lee Foong, Chris Sit 
Background Olivale Grove and the 600+ olive trees hand planted by Jamie and his son Nicholas 
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The Ladies at the Gathering 

 
Back row (L-R):   Jamie Fu, June Leong, Jeni Khor 
Front row (L-R):  Alice Wong, Lye Ken, Mdm. Kan, Stephanie Yap, Lee Lee Foong, Seong Tang, Joanne Lum, 

Angel Au, Jolene Chow 
Not in picture: Maggie Sit 
 
 
The 4 ‘Yee Sang’ Dishes and their creators 

 
From left: Maggie Sit, Lee Lee Fong, Alice Wong 
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Everyone gathering to ‘low sang’ 

 
 
 
 
The ‘low sang’ 

 


